Healing Practices of the Medicine Buddha
As taught by Living Buddha Dechan Jueren the 49th lineage holder of the Chinese Esoteric School

- Practice the Ancient Medicine Buddha Meditation using Mantra, Mudra, and Visualization. Chant the Sanskrit Medicine Buddha Mantra to Connect with the Medicine Buddha for Spiritual Self Healing, Protection, and Prevention of Illness and Disease, as well as to Extinguish Disaster, Extend Life, and Bring Forth Good Luck.
- Learn simple and effective techniques to bless and purify food, air, and water. Immediately taste the difference and sense a change in the food using your hands.
- Learn the Medicine Buddha Pagoda Healing technique for use in healing individuals and groups facing very serious illnesses and potentially life threatening infectious diseases.

“When your mind enters a certain state, then your body produces a kind of light. Buddhists call this the ‘Self-Spiritual Light.’ When the Self-Spiritual Light appears, it can excite the innate abilities of the body. Every kind of energy within the body brought forth in this manner can fight against aging, resist all kinds of illnesses, and open up one’s wisdom.” [Living Buddha Dechan Jueren]

These practices have been handed down through an unbroken lineage of Enlightened Masters for thousands of years. You will receive an Abhisheka Empowerment (through a specially empowered pendant) which will give you a link to this entire lineage of awakened masters. Many healers have found that the Abhisheka Empowerment greatly enhances their healing abilities, as well as their level of accomplishment when performing their present spiritual practices. You will receive blessing and empowerment as you help yourself and as you help others. The Medicine Buddha Meditation is also an effective tool which helps people clear themselves as necessary after doing healing for others.

“After the Medicine Buddha class my [psychic] friend that can see said: I see all these old Asian Guys looking over you”! “I started chanting the Medicine Buddha mantra while seeing patients and energy healing spontaneously became a part of my practice after that”. S.E Chiropractor Los Angeles

“After taking the Medicine Buddha class and a couple of other classes I have been able to feel the Masters of the lineage helping me when I do healing for others. They have also helped me keep progressing spiritually”. D.G. Boston

“I have called upon Master Yu during… healing sessions and have received incredibly beautiful energy from him. I am humbled and grateful to you and the lineage for being part of my service to those in pain. Thank you so much Douglas”. L.M. Los Angeles August 2015

Medicine Buddha Extinguish Disaster & Prolong Life Dharma Workshop: $300. 2-6pm(or later) Sat Sept 26th 2015 Vajracharya Douglas Sutton. 626-736-5210 sayhellotodouglas@yahoo.com
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